SEA BASE HIGH ADVENTURE INVITES YOU TO EXPERIENCE THE MARINE ENVIRONMENTS OF THE FLORIDA KEYS AND CARIBBEAN

GENERAL ELIGIBILITY to attend Sea Base Adventures

Active BSA Registration
Meet the Minimum Age Requirement for Your Chosen Adventure
In Good Health According to BSA Annual Health and Medical Record
Meet the BSA Height and Weight Guidelines
Know and Live By the Scout Oath and Law at Sea Base

ADVENTURE WITH US

73800 Overseas Highway,
Islamorada, FL 33036
305-664-4173
SeaBase.Events@scouting.org
www.bsaseabase.org

EXPERIENCE THE MARINE ENVIRONMENTS OF THE FLORIDA KEYS AND CARIBBEAN
RESERVE YOUR ADVENTURE

BOOK ONLINE AT BSASEABASE.ORG
RESERVATIONS ARE FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

GROUP OR "CREW" RESERVATIONS
8, 12, AND 20- PERSON ADVENTURES AVAILABLE
INCLUDES THE REQUIRED 2 ADULTS AGE 21+

$250.00 DEPOSIT TO RESERVE
NON-REFUNDABLE

SCOUTS DO MORE
SAIL - DIVE - FISH - SNORKEL - CAMP - EXPLORE

CHOOSE FROM OVER 15 PROGRAMS
WITH DIFFERENT AREAS OF FOCUS.
OFFERED IN THE SPRING, SUMMER
AND WINTER SEASONS.

FIND YOUR ADVENTURE AT
WWW.BSASEABASE.ORG/ADVENTURES

A GLIMPSE OF SEA BASE FLORIDA KEYS

Home to the third largest barrier reef in the world, the Florida Keys is rich with marine life and beautiful underwater ecosystems. Explore this unique environment through weeklong, youth-led Sea Base Adventures that boast sailing, SCUBA diving, camping, fishing, and snorkeling.

SEA BASE BAHAMAS & ST. THOMAS

Enjoy live-aboard sailing adventures in the pristine waters of the Sea of Abaco and surrounding the U.S. Virgin Islands.